
                  American Telecommunications Certification Body Inc. 
                                               6731 Whittier Ave, McLean, VA 22101 
 
 
 
September 28, 2005 

RE:   Arima Communications Corporation 

FCC ID:  PJO-KMP6J1CB 
 

I have a few comments on this Application. Depending on your responses, kindly understand there 
may be additional comments. 
 

1.) The Manual lacks required RF Exposure information. Measured SAR values must appear in 
the Manual. Kindly correct. 

2.) Is this device capable of connecting to a computer? If so, then either DofC or Part 15B 
Certification as a Computer Peripheral would apply. Please advise. 

3.) If this device cannot connect to a computer, the two-part FCC statement shown on Page 59 of 
the Manual is incorrect. Check Rule section 15.19(a)(1) for correct language. However, if this 
device indeed does connect to a computer the existing language on Page 59 is correct, but the 
Information to User statement of 15.21 is missing. Please review as needed. 

4.) If this is to be Certified as a Computer Peripheral, Test Setup photos appropriate to this 
configuration must be presented as a separate exhibit. In addition, the 15B Test Reports must 
indicate Certification and not DofC. 

5.) If DofC is appropriate to this device, the FCC logo is required to be shown on the Label. 
6.) The lower and upper band edge Occupied Bandwidth plots on pages 13 and 16 of the Test 

Report appear to be set to a different power than the mid-band plot on Page 16. Since your 
conducted power measurements on page 9 are very close, I would expect the lower and upper 
channel plots to be virtually identical to the mid-band plot. Please review. 

7.) Is GPRS capable of being used in a body-worn configuration? This could include carrying a 
notebook computer or PDA with phone attached while in a holster. If so, then the 1:8.3 duty 
cycle used may not be appropriate. Please review and comment. 

 
 

 
 
 
William H. Graff 
President and Director of Engineering 
 
mailto:  whgraff@AmericanTCB.com 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced 
application.  Failure to provide the requested information may result in application termination. 
Correspondence should be considered part of the permanent submission and may be viewed from the 
Internet after a Grant of Equipment Authorization is issued.  
 
Please do not respond to this correspondence using the email reply button.  In order for your response to be 
processed expeditiously, you must submit your documents through the AmericanTCB.com website. Also, 
please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. 
 
Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the sender. 


